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VACUUM EXCAVATORS BUILT TO HELP YOU
DO YOUR JOB BETTER, FASTER AND EASIER.
SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY
• Innovative and patented features make operation easier, faster and more
eﬃcient including:
• DigRight® patented technology that allows the operator to select the
maximum water pressure output with the push of a button, saving fuel and
money, reducing wear and tear on equipment and improving safety
• Park-n-Dig™ technology lets the operator ﬂip a switch to begin operation,
greatly reducing set-up and tear-down time
• Simple, intuitive controls with built in diagnostic capabilities and wireless
remote with display

DIG STRONG.
DIG FAST.
DIG RIGHT.
DIG SMART.

PURPOSE-BUILT ENGINEERING
• Unequaled precision minimizes the risk of buried infrastructure damage and
reduces the disruption of traﬃc or public areas
• Numerous safety advantages such as E-Stop technology, inspection access
ports, engineered tie oﬀ points and trigger systems
• Customize your unit by size, chassis conﬁguration, vacuum system, and choose
from many useful options and accessories

UNRIVALED QUALITY
• Backed by over 100 years of engineering excellence
• Designed to be consistent with safe-digging requirements

WHEN IT COMES TO QUALITY ENGINEERING, INNOVATION AND RELIABLE
SERVICE, NO OTHER VACUUM EXCAVATORS CAN MATCH TRUVAC.
TRUVAC.COM

|

PHONE: (800) 627-3171

|

SERVICE: (815) 672-3171

|

EMAIL: sales@truvac.com
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Introducing TRUVACTM—a brand dedicated to advanced,
safe-digging technology. To better performance. To superior
productivity. That’s why TRUVAC was founded, and what
TRUVAC delivers in every truck.

MEET THE TRUVAC
VACUUM EXCAVATOR LINE:

VACUUM
EXCAVATORS
THAT HELP YOU
DIG SMART.
It’s not just the innovative

PARADIGM

The Paradigm® is the most innovative and versatile
sub-compact vacuum excavator on the market. Excavate
around utilities with the utmost degree of certainty, safety
and eﬃciency. Tough, powerful and ultra-productive.

PRODIGY

We’ve paired incredible versatility within a compact yet
powerful package. Prodigy® is the perfect safe-digging
machine for a wide range of demanding applications.
With lower operating costs than larger machines, but
delivering overwhelming productivity.

HXX

technology that makes

This series of full-sized titans was developed from the
ground up–literally. The HXX® is the result of years of
research, testing and customer input. With the HXX,
no job is too big or too tough for you to tackle.

choosing a TRUVAC vacuum
excavator a smart decision.

It’s the

SPEED.
It’s the

PRECISION.
It’s the

POWER.
TRUVAC vacuum excavators
are the most dependable and

TRUVAC is brought to you by Vactor® Manufacturing, Incorporated,
the proven leader in quality vacuum equipment, to focus on vacuum
excavators and safe-digging. For more than 100 years, Vactor Mfg., Inc
has set the standard for excellence in operator-focused innovation. Vactor,
Mfg., Inc. has built equipment that combines high-pressure water and
vacuum technology for 50 years; dedicated excavators for more than 20.
Not only is Vactor Mfg., Inc. well known for making the hardest working,
best-engineered machines on the market, you’ll ﬁnd that dedication to
excellence and innovation is built into every TRUVAC vacuum excavator.

most advanced vacuum
excavators in the industry.
Which means digging with
TRUVAC is digging smart.

PERFORMANCE. PRECISION.
PRODUCTIVITY.
No-one outperforms TRUVAC, purpose
-built to meet the most demanding
excavation needs. Designed to dig more
precisely. More productively. To be as
reliable and as durable as the men and
women who use them.

PERFORMANCE

Demand the best. We do. Every
TRUVAC vacuum excavator is put to
the test—because we know you’ll do
the same, when it counts. Our
machines oﬀer safer potholing,
precise excavation, slot trenching,
line locating and much more.

PRECISION

More than 19 million miles of utilities
are buried in the United States alone.
That’s 19 million miles of potential
risk. TRUVAC vacuum excavators are
built to quickly, eﬃciently and
precisely verify the location of those
underground utilities. Tight spaces?
Not a problem. Diﬃcult location?
Not for us. Equipped with precision
safety features like DigRight® water
pressure control, no one handles
challenges better.

PRODUCTIVITY

You can’t design machines for the
job without talking to the people
who do the job. We spoke with over
100 utility companies, visited
contractor job sites, and tapped into
every bit of our more than a century
of experience. The result? Vacuum
excavators that are faster, smarter,
more dependable, and with better
support to improve uptime so the
job is done right, every time.
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